1 Introduction
==============

Artificial intelligence (AI), defined as a line of research at a workshop organized at Dartmouth College in 1956 [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-1] , has been present in the scientific literature for many years, and has silently supported real-world applications spanning from recommendation systems, to fraud detection, and to video games. AI has nevertheless only recently hit the newspaper headlines, and only in the past few years has the general population become aware of concepts such as AI or machine learning (ML). New terms have also been coined, like big data analytics or data science, even though these build on top of ML. To further increase the confusion, in many cases these new terms are used interchangeably.

This increase in notoriety has also affected the healthcare domain. Although the use of AI and ML (as a subdomain of AI) in the healthcare sector is not new [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-2] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-3] [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-4] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-5] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-6] , the number of related research works has substantially increased during the last years [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-7] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-8] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-9] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-10] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-11] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-12] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-13] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-14] . In addition, the AI trend is not going to slow down soon, at least judging by the large number of papers discussing needed technological capabilities, limitations [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-15] , and potential tasks where AI can provide better insights [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-16] . One question naturally arises: is this phenomenon just hype, or can it really be the foundation of a future healthcare?

On one hand, the massive use of terms like AI, ML, big data and data science can suggest hype; such interest may be driven not just from the recent advances in the field, but also from speculative and exaggerated news [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-17] , [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-18] over the terms, results, and applications. This is nevertheless not an unusual dynamic, as can be seen in the Hype Cycle [1](#FNrodriguezgonzalez-1){ref-type="fn"} analysis developed every year by the consultant company Gartner. Still, today's hypes may be the foundation of tomorrow's technologies. Thus, on the other hand, it is undeniable that AI and ML can provide a different point of view from which well-known problems can be tackled. Focusing on the manuscript theme, i.e., epidemiology and public health, scientists agree that it is becoming increasingly necessary to forge a partnership between the different disciplines of computer science and epidemiology, arguing that the latter can deeply benefit from the recent advances in the former [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-19] . Technology can then help merge different data sources together, with the emergence of unexpected synergies. This may be the case, for instance, between large -omics data sets (being them genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, and so forth), clinical data produced in the hospitals and stored in electronic health records, and publicly available datasets with information about risk factors at both individual and macro environmental levels.

Merging data sources and creating extensive data sets are nevertheless only necessary conditions, not sufficient ones. As the authors of [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-14] highlighted, what is needed are capabilities to analyse and manipulate those data. The authors identified data mining (DM), which is mainly based on the application of ML techniques, as one of the key ingredients that will fuel future developments in the field. Although ML builds on statistics, it goes one step further. Where classical statistics mainly focuses on a descriptive level, ML can provide deeper insights in the analysis of the data and the creation of very different types of forecast models [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-20] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-21] . For this reason, much interest has emerged in the epidemiology and public health areas. In [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-14] , several examples that demonstrate the benefits of applying ML are discussed, but the validation and interpretation of the findings are also identified as major limitations.

If DM for healthcare is not just hype, what steps have been taken in the last years, and what barriers are still to be overcome? The aim of this survey is to provide a view on the main opportunities, challenges, and practical implications. It is worth noting that reviews on epidemiology and public health within the Al/big data/data analytics areas are not in short supply, and that the previous two editions of the IMIA Yearbook have dealt with this specific subject [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-22] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-23] , providing a very interesting perspective of the worldwide efforts that have been done in the field in the last years. Therefore, and for the sake of providing a different perspective, we have decided to focus this paper on two specific areas which fall within the scope of public health and epidemiology, but, to the best of our knowledge, have not been previously addressed in depth. We choose this two areas among those stated by the World Health Organization (WHO) in its "Ten threats to global health in 2019" report [2](#FNrodriguezgonzalez-2){ref-type="fn"} : artificial intelligence and big data approaches applied to antimicrobial resistance (AMR), and the impact of climate change in disease epidemiology.

The rationale behind such selection includes the importance that both topics had in the last years, and especially will have in the near future. On one hand, if twenty years ago a death caused by a bacterial infection in the developed world was something unheard of, things have already started to change. If ways of reversing, or at least limiting, AMR are not soon found, a simple infected cut may lead to tragic consequences - a scenario called the "Post-Antibiotic Era". On the other hand, climate change is a worldwide topic of political and scientific debate; yet, much less well known is that recent research works have shown that climate change is clearly influencing diseases, disease prevalence, and disease spreading. In both cases, the more challenging and complex techniques provided by AI/ML can yield solutions hitherto not explored, and hence provide interesting new research areas.

2 Methodology
=============

The present review has been based on the analysis of scientific papers focusing on antimicrobial resistance and climate change in disease epidemiology, and that included contents about machine learning, data analytics, or artificial intelligence methods. Only publications that appeared between January 2017 and October 2018 have been considered. Papers were searched through Google Scholar, with keywords like "public health, epidemiology, machine learning, data analytics, artificial intelligence, disease surveillance, climate change, antimicrobial resistance", and combinations thereof. Note that Google Scholar was chosen over other options, like PubMed, due to larger coverage.

A final manual curation has been carried out, firstly by selecting papers that seemed more appropriate, further looking for additional references in the bibliography of the same papers, and in the list of those papers that were citing them.

The final selection yielded a list of 40 papers, 27 for antimicrobial resistance and 13 for climate change.

3 Results
=========

3.1 Antimicrobial Resistance
----------------------------

Since the discovery in 1928 of the first natural antimicrobial fungus by Alexander Fleming, the world has moved into the "Antimicrobial Era". Antimicrobial therapies and agents allow preventing and blocking the transmission, and curing most infections. Not surprising, this led to an optimist environment in the 20 ^th^ century, with most physicians of the developed world not knowing the concept of an untreatable bacterial disease. Such optimism was nevertheless lessened by the appearance of infections resistant to available antimicrobials, as for instance the sulfonamide-resistant *Streptococcus pyogenes* in military hospitals in the 30s [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-24] , or the penicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* in London in the 40s [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-25] . These mostly isolated cases have evolved, in the last decade, into a major concern, due to the interactions between three factors: the emergence of multi-drug resistance, proving that the use of multiple antimicrobials at the same time is not always a solution; the worldwide dissemination of some bacteria, particularly in countries with poor hygiene; and the reduced number of new drugs. Initiatives have been put in place to estimate the size of the problem. A 2014 report of the WHO estimated that 3.6% of new tuberculosis cases, and 20.2% of previously treated cases, were multidrug-resistant [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-26] . More alarming, *Klebsiella pneumoniae* has been found to be resistant to carbapenems in 54% of the cases; note that carbapenems are the last-resort solution to severe community and hospital-acquired infections [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-27] . The same report also estimated a yearly cost of microbial resistance to the US health system of US \$21 to \$34 billion, accompanied by more than eight million additional days in hospital - see also [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-28] , [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-29] for alternative estimations. All of this led to the introduction of the concept of the "Post-Antibiotic Era": the real possibility that in the 21 ^st^ century death may be caused by common infections and minor injuries.

In order to tackle this problem, it is necessary to first understand what causes antimicrobial resistance. In simplistic terms, random mutations can make some bacteria immune to specific drugs; yet, the widespread use of these drugs, and especially their uncontrolled and superfluous use, introduces an evolutionary pressure, making these bacteria proliferate [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-30] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-31] . In addition, genes with resistance traits can be transferred among bacteria of different taxonomic and ecological groups: in other words, resistance can spread [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-32] . Finally, this ability to resist eventually disappears in the absence of the antibiotic, but at a very slow pace - due to the minimal survival cost to the emerging resistant strains [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-33] . Given this complex scenario, how can AI help?

### Peptides

If old antimicrobial drugs are not working, or are expected to lose efficacy in the near future, the obvious solution is to develop new ones. This is nevertheless not a simple process, and especially not a cheap one; yet, it could be made more efficient if a system was available to *in silico* screening which drugs are expected to be more effective, and hence to save *in vivo* tests.

One promising field is the use of peptides, i.e., short chains of amino acid monomers linked by peptide bonds, conceptually similar to but shorter than proteins [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-34] . Some of these peptides have been recognized as potent and broad-spectrum antibiotics, which could be effective where standard therapies are starting to fail. AI can help in two aspects: on one hand, given a peptide structure, to predict the degree of antimicrobial activity; and, on the other hand, to suggest new synthetic peptide structures.

The first option is not new in the literature, with examples being published back to 2007 [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-34] , and the interest is increasing, as shown by the large number of papers published in the last two years. From a technical point of view, these papers can be organized in two groups. Several authors have applied standard data mining models, including Support Vector Machines (SVM) [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-36] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-37] [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-38] and semi-supervised clustering [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-39] . Attempts of using more complex solutions, as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-40] artificial neural networks, have also been performed [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-41] , supported by the rationale that sequences of amino acids conceptually resemble discrete time series. In both cases, results were remarkable, reaching an accuracy in the discrimination of antimicrobial vs. non-antimicrobial peptides of 91.9% [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-36] , 94.76% [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-37] , and 95.79% [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-41] . It has nevertheless been highlighted that special care should be used when interpreting these results, and especially avoid taking them at face value. Specifically, Porto *et al.* [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-42] have shown that most existing algorithms could not differentiate between two highly similar peptides, but with different antimicrobial activities. This seems to stem from three potential reasons related to the way test data sets were created: (i) there is no common database on non-antimicrobial peptides, (ii) the antimicrobial activity is usually evaluated on a very limited number of strains, and (iii) the antimicrobial activity is not differentiated between antibacterial, antifungal, and/or antiviral. Furthermore, Lee *et al.* [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-36] demonstrated that a SVM model can at first seem effective, but it can actually be assessing other overlapping properties - in this specific case, peptides were not classified by their antimicrobial activity, but instead by their membrane penetration. Readers will find interesting discussions on how to overcome such limitations in both papers.

Instead of testing known peptides, one may choose a different path and design brand new peptides; this is usually done by combining short sequences known to be part of effective peptides, or by modifying few elements of a given model peptide. Several artificial intelligence approaches have been tried in the last years, including artificial neural networks and their LSTM variant [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-43] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-44] , evolutionary algorithms [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-45] , and genetic programming [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-46] . While all these contributions achieved interesting results, as the identification of large sets of new peptides with forecasted antimicrobial action, it is worth noting that the creation of new peptides faces the same problem as the *in silico* test of existing ones: until a good validation procedure is found, all results have to be tested *in vitro* before any claim could be made.

### Dashboard

One of the most important conditions to be able to successfully tackle any problem is to have enough information about the problem itself. Being antimicrobial resistance no exception, several organizations already recognized the importance of collecting up-to-date information about the appearance of new resistant bacteria [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-26] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-47] . The first challenge clearly resides in obtaining such information: many countries, especially poor ones, do not track antimicrobial resistance cases, and some of those that do only provide data based on a small number of tests, thus increasing the uncertainty about their reliability [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-26] . On top of this, as it is well known in the Big Data community, collecting data is not tantamount to being able to understand them. This is why an increasing attention has been devoted to the design of dashboards, i.e., systems able to pre-process and integrate heterogeneous data, and present a synthetic view of the information to the user - in the form, for instance, of a trend analysis or of the geographical distribution of threads. Such information could then be used to better guide policy making [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-48] , e.g., to interpret the data with an intersectoral approach (human, animal, environment), and to assess and predict the risk of transmission. Beyond many older works, which are reviewed in [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-48] , it is worth highlighting a recent paper describing the design and evaluation of such a dashboard in northwestern Iranian hospitals [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-49] , for going beyond a pure research work and being an example of an actual deployed solution.

### Stewardship and Antimicrobial Susceptibility Tests

If one of the causes behind the appearance of antimicrobial resistance is the over-prescription of antimicrobials in general, and of antibiotics in particular, a simple solution stems from a more rational use of such drugs. This is nevertheless more complex than what may *prima facie* appears, as multiple elements may intervene in the definition of what an appropriate drug usage is, as for instance the identification (or not) of the infectious pathogen, or the general condition of the patient. These situations then impact specific antimicrobial choice, dose, dosing interval, and final de-escalation. The solution may come from the adoption of antimicrobial stewardships, i.e., decision support systems tailored to this specific problem. Specifically, it has repeatedly been suggested that the use of artificial intelligence strategies may help reach more optimal solutions, in terms of what antimicrobial is better to prescribe, and in what dosage. For instance, Schouten and De Waele state in [@BRrodriguezgonzalez-50] that "the large amounts of data we collect in electronic medical records will increasingly be supported by analytic tools and artificial intelligence". Other works proposed similar messages [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-51] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-52] . Several examples of this can be found in the literature, as for instance [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-53] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-54] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-55] . Yet, curiously enough, no research work on AI applications for antimicrobial stewardships has been published during the last two years.

Within the elements composing a stewardship system, one is especially susceptible to be improved by an artificial intelligence approach: the design of effective antimicrobial susceptibility tests (ASTs). These tests try to assess which antimicrobial agent is best suited to tackle a specific infection, thus reducing the need of prescribing large spectrum ones [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-56] , and are therefore a perfect example of personalized medicine. While several testing methods are customarily used, usually based on the comparison of different *in vitro* cultures, these often take several days and cannot thus support real time decisions. Three different solutions have recently been proposed. Firstly, Yu *et al.* , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-57] resorted to deep learning to analyze videos of freely moving bacterial cells in urine in real time, for then extracting several relevant phenotypical features; the wait was thus strongly reduced, and results were made available in less than 30 minutes. Secondly, Wu *et al.* , [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-58] also analysed images, but focused on how bacteria form clusters, and on extracting topological features from them through linear regressors, SVMs and artificial neural networks. Lastly, Athamanolap *et al.,* [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-59] combined machine learning algorithms and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) to infer the exact bacterial strand from the corresponding genetic code. In this case, results were available in approximately 6.5 hours.

### Infection Prediction

As a last topic, let us recall that medicine is always in favor of preventing a disease over curing it; and in order to reduce antimicrobial usage, the best solution would entail completely avoiding the infection, instead of trying to tackle it once it has emerged. Consequently, a last line of research focuses on using artificial intelligence tools to assess the risk of an infection, especially in critical places like emergency departments, as a function of the patient's characteristics or of the details included in his/her electronic health record. In the last two years, several alternatives have been tested, including SVM [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-60] , decision trees (DT) [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-61] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-62] , random forests (RF) [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-63] and logistic regressions [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-64] . Each of these papers proposed a different approach, especially in terms of the data used - respectively biochemical markers, curated patient data, and electronic health records. Still, and in spite of such heterogeneity, AUC (Area Under the Curve) [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-65] scores spanned from 0.8 [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-60] to 0.962 [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-61] , making it clear that such support algorithms may serve as a basis for deploying prophylactic measures, hence reducing the need of resorting to larger quantities of antimicrobial drugs once the disease has been contracted.

3.2 Impact of Climate Change in Disease Epidemiology
----------------------------------------------------

Human activities associated with our modern civilization are resulting in changes to Earth's climate that are faster than what has been observed at any point in history. The impact of such changes has been widely measured, both from socioeconomic [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-66] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-67] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-68] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-69] , environmental, and natural perspectives. There are issues like the geographical redistribution of plant and animal species globally [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-70] , shrinkage of glaciers [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-71] , increase in global average Earth's surface temperature [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-72] , diseases in tropical plantation crops [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-73] , increment of greenhouse gas concentrations in ocean systems [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-74] , increases in rain and its intensity in high latitudes, increase of the growing seasons length, early trees flowering, insects emergence, and egg-laying in birds, among others [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-75] .

Less known, but yet not less important, is the deep influence that climate change is having in the emergence and spreading of diseases, especially infectious ones [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-76] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-77] , due to the dependence of their transmission on climatic factors such as temperature, precipitations, and humidity [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-78] . For instance, recent studies have shown that climate change is fostering the melting of permafrost, which is in turn contributing to the release of biological agents on the Earth surface, as is happening with anthrax in the Russian Arctic [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-78] . Another example is provided by diseases that are very specific to a given geographical region: as shown by Waits *et al.* , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-78] , there are several diseases that may spread because of climate change, as is the case of tropical diseases [@BRrodriguezgonzalez-79] . Higher temperatures and increased precipitations are influencing the life cycle and the distribution of ticks, their spreading, development, and reproduction. As a consequence, tick-borne diseases are also spreading. Similarly, the West Nile virus, which is transmitted by mosquitos, is also expected to proliferate based on changes in mosquito populations. The increase in temperatures is allowing the overwintering of species and expanding the range of the disease-causing vectors. Chikungunya, a virus transmitted by the *Aedes sp.* mosquito, that caught a lot of attention from the media in the last years, is also affected by climate change: once again, the increase of the global temperature could lead to a proliferation of this mosquito in southern coastal regions. Several other diseases were studied in this article, including dirofilariosis, tularemia, pumala virus, rabies, as well as airborne, food, and waterborne diseases.

It is undeniable that climate change is one of the most important scientific topics of the last year, and that the application of AI in this area is neither new nor of lesser importance [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-80] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-81] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-82] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-83] [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-84] . This is also confirmed by international initiatives such as the publication of the European H2020 call "SC1-BHC-13-2019" which aims to "Mine big data for early detection of infectious disease threats driven by climate change and other factors". In spite of this, and most surprisingly, the number of relevant scientific publications in this area is not very high, with only 13 publications being available for analysis. This suggests that this trend may change, and that the application of AI to disease spreading and climate change may soon become a major scientific field. In the following, we discuss the main efforts in the area in the last two years, organised in two main subtopics: disease forecasting and surveillance.

### Disease Prediction and Forecasting

Disease prediction aims at creating models to describe or predict how diseases can be introduced in a different environment (disease transmission), or how the prevalence of a specific disease may increase based on the measurement of different variables associated with its proliferation. This information could then be used to deploy prophylactic measures, and eventually to limit the proliferation of the disease. Climate change has been recognised as one of the key influencing elements: variations in climatic characteristics, such as temperature or humidity, are well-known factors that can modify how a disease is transmitted between different regions or environments [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-85] . The study of such factors and relationships is a very relevant research topic, and several research works have been done in the past based on the creation of predictive frameworks [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-86] . While most of those leverage on more classical statistical approaches, still more complex AI techniques relying on ML methods have yet to be considered - as it could be the case, for instance, for prediction models based on Artificial Neural Networks.

Leishmaniasis is a disease caused by leishmania parasites, and is endemic in 97 countries according to the WHO [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-87] . It is autochthonous of Mexico and Texas, but it has started to expand northward. According to González *et al.* [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-88] , such expansion may be influenced by climate change, as more habitats become suitable for vector and reservoir species. The authors created a set of ecological niche models, and used a maximum entropy algorithm to predict how sand fly vector species may geographically relocate. The models were constructed over a set of strict assumptions about the ability of the species to transmit to suitable habitats. These were further applied to the extreme A2 and conservative B2 projected climate scenarios for 2020, 2050, and 2080, by using public interpolated climate data. Results for different species that can spread the disease include AUC values ranging from 0.963 to 0.984, above the conservative threshold set by the authors (0.95). An interesting observation is also that, depending on the specific analysed species, the relative importance of the predictor variables changes, thus highlighting the importance of building sophisticated models. As a conclusion, the authors suggest that, based on these results, climate change will increase the chance of leishmaniasis spreading in north America, north of México, and Texas.

Johansson *et al.* developed a framework to assess and compare dengue forecasts from different models, and to further evaluate the performance of seasonal models with and without climate variables in forecasting dengue incidence in Mexico [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-89] . The dataset used consists in dengue and dengue haemorrhagic fever cases reported monthly from January 1985 to December 2012, provided by the Mexican Health Secretariat. Weather data were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration North American Regional Reanalysis dataset. The analysed models were based on three techniques: linear, autoregressive, and seasonal autoregressive models. The evaluation was performed by splitting the data in three subsets: 1985-1989 for training, 1990-2007 for an 18-year model evaluation, and 2008-2012 for an out-of-sample validation after the selection of the model. Results showed that climate data were not significantly influencing the predictive power of the model and that the seasonal and shortterm autocorrelations played a major role in the short- and long-term forecast precision.

A more AI-focused approach was proposed by Wang *et al.* [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-90] . Although the paper does not explicitly mention climate change, it is focused on meteorological factors, clearly one of its major consequences. The authors tried to forecast the weekly number of infectious diarrhoea episodes in Shanghai considering meteorological factors that were likely to have a significant influence on the propagation of the disease. Nine factors were initially selected, by applying a Spearman rank correlation analysis. The considered dataset spanned from March 2005 to April 2009 and was retrieved from the National Disease Supervision Information Management System, a real-time and online system. ML models applied to the study included feed-forward back-propagation ANNs (BPNN) [@BRrodriguezgonzalez-91] , support vector regressions (SVR) [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-92] , and random forest regressions (RFR) [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-63] . Results suggested that the BPNN model with a 9-4-1 architecture provided the most accurate predictions. The sensitivity analysis also revealed that the most effective meteorological factors are the temperature-related variables (max, min, and average), whereas weekly average rainfall is the least effective one.

### Disease Surveillance

According to the WHO, surveillance "is the continuous, systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of health-related data needed for the planning, implementation, and evaluation of public health practice" [3](#FNrodriguezgonzalez-3){ref-type="fn"} . According to this definition, surveillance aims, among other objectives, at monitoring the spread of a disease, allowing to infer progression patterns and develop early contention measures. As in the case of the dashboard concept for the antimicrobial resistance, having reliable information about a problem is the first step towards achieving a solution. In the new era of Big Data, in which large amounts of data from different and various sources are available, disease surveillance has a unique opportunity. Data coming from sensors, smart cities, connected vehicles, smart houses, Internet of Things, and social media are providing new ways of tracking diseases. These could be complemented with the vast amount of information available at primary care centres and hospitals. However, there are new variables based on the climate evolution that ought also to be considered. Climate change is modifying the environment in such a way that the spreading of a disease can follow multiple new patterns, as has already been suggested by some studies [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-93] ; therefore, more evidences and new types of data are required [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-94] .

The exploitation of big data and the use of new techniques based on AI will become extremely important. As has already been pointed out, nowadays data are generated from very different sources, with volumes of the order of exabytes; yet, these have to be exploited. Along this line, Manogaran and Lopez proposed a big data surveillance system to analyse special climate big data. They performed a continuous monitoring of the correlation between climate change and the Dengue disease [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-95] .

Leveraging on a similar approach, Traore *et al.* , proposed the use of data mining techniques for the discovery of knowledge in satellite images [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-96] . The study is based on the high rates of cholera which is epidemic in less developed countries. It aims at strengthening the capacity of epidemiological surveillance, by discovering risk areas through the use of remote sensing satellite data and environment, climate, and health information. In particular, satellite data were combined with field data to explain and deduce the causes of the disease evolution. The paper has been focused on the use of supervised classification algorithms, and the resulting models are currently deployed in the Mopti region, Mali (West Africa).

Another paper, recently published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America (PNAS) [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-97] , analysed the relationship between climate change and the transmission of the dengue infectious disease. Authors stated that the disease had increasingly spread to new countries, over larger areas, and towards more temperate zones. The study was performed using dengue surveillance data for the years 2005-2015 from Guangzhou, China. The authors used the first eight years to train the models, and the remaining three for testing. An exploration of the direct and indirect effects of temperature and precipitation on dengue outbreaks was proposed based on a structural equation model. Results suggested that there were significant, direct and positive correlations between the temperature, precipitation, and the dengue incidence, as well as indirect positive effects on both variables through the vector density. Authors concluded that climate is having both direct and indirect effects on the disease incidence, the latter ones due to changes in mosquito dengue density.

### Knowledge Representation

As a final interesting work within the field of AI, climate change, and diseases, we here discuss the study published by Semenza *et al.* [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-98] . The authors extracted all the articles published between 1998 and 2009 from PubMed and ScienceDirect that were relevant for climate change and food- and waterborne diseases. These papers included information about pathogens and their relationship with climate, being climate change summarized as a key fact. Afterwards, they stored that information in a database and tagged it with a set of predefined terms used in the field. Results highlighted that much information is still needed about the potential effects of the changes in climatic variables (changes in air or water temperature, precipitation, humidity, UV radiation, wind, cloud coverage, sunshine hours or seasonality), and on the pathogens evaluated.

4 Conclusions and Outlook
=========================

The increasing interest in AI witnessed in the last years is undoubtedly composed in part by hype. However, the interest also clearly reflects the high expectations that it generates, as AI enables radical new solutions to complex unsolved problems. Not surprisingly, AI and ML are gaining momentum within the public health field. Yet, many barriers have still to be overcome. Examples of these barriers include the access to the data, the development or improvement of methods to be converted in white-box approaches allowing to have a rational explanation of the results of AI and ML techniques, or the exploitation of complementary sources, like, for example, social networks, as this has been done in the past [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-99] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-100] for similar objectives in public health problems.

This overview focused on the main research works that have been developed (or at least published) in the last two years in the addressed topics. The authors did an analysis that had some limitations: other sources could be used, other keywords and topics could be considered, and a more rigorous process could be carried out. However, the aim of the work was more focused on providing the reader with a broad perspective about these two important public health challenges and the main initiatives that have been done in terms of applying artificial intelligence methods. Even at this high level of granularity, we detected an important lack of papers matching the criteria for being included in this analysis.

The analysis has been focused on two seemingly different topics, i.e., antimicrobial resistance and climate change in epidemiology, which nevertheless share many common characteristics. First of all, they have attracted the attention of both the scientific and general communities, due to the potentially hefty impact they will have in the upcoming decades. Secondly, both problems can also benefit from an increasing availability of real data, not necessarily just coming from traditional sources, but even from social networks and media [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-101] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-102] . Yet, analysing those data is not a simple endeavour: it requires combining knowledge and techniques coming from fields far apart, and overcoming biases and bad practices [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-36] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-37] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-39] , [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-41] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-42] . Finally, and possibly because of this complexity, a surprising low number of research studies have been published in the last two years on AI applied to antimicrobial resistance and climate change in epidemiology; and this in spite of many opinions in favour of such integration [@ORrodriguezgonzalez-19] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-94] , [@JRrodriguezgonzalez-103] , and even with the availability of specialised research funds. Factoring the need for new solutions, the promise of relevant results, and the availability off Unds, we believe this state of affairs will change, and that AI will become not only the centre of attention, but more importantly, the source of innovative solutions for public health.
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